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Description:                        OUR COMPANY DETAIL PROFILE  

 

 

UDYYY MULTICONCEPT VENTURES is a Limited Company established in the year 2014 under 

the legally constituted commerce rules and regulations of the NIGERIA, WEST AFRICA. Since 

then, we have been enjoying a satisfactorily maximum transaction with South Africa suppliers on 

agencies arrangement and have been engaging also in the information to suppliers/manufacturers 

across the globe. 

 

OUR BASIC SOURCING INFORMATION: 

Our esteemed services on souring information to suppliers and manufacturers basically depends on 

the following related products: 

 

 
 

 

wine,beverages,confectionery,spices,ingredient,food product,etc 
 

CONTRACT HANDLINGS: 

Our company also acts as a representative to any foreign/non indigenous contractors who assign a 

particular contract projects directly or indirectly with her local clients for absolute and efficient 

recommendations. 

 

LEGAL PROTOCALS: 

Every successful service or assignment is made perfect when there is a legal embankments to duties 

or designations.Consiquently,it is our respective responsibilities to give our client or supplier a 

formidable cooperation in,and throughout the entire duration of the business and to ensure 

corporate security to the both parties through the meted outstanding cover laws. 

 

OUR INTEREST: 

Every organization or society has their stipulated interest and objectives which leads to the 

materialization of their goals, which emerges as a result of a constituted legal agreements applied by 

the respective parties. However, it is our immense interest to see that the business comes to reality. 

We hope that our services will interest you and agnate you to run a fruitful and healthy trade 

development with our good company. 

 

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN RELATION. 

 

UDYYY MULTICONCEPT VENTURES was registered with the Nigeria Chamber Of Commerce  

in the year 2014 , Nigeria is a big country situated between Benn & Cameroun, and among 

the coastal countries of the West Africa, Nigeria is the major importers of above mention product 

because it has closest link and easiest link to distribute the imported goods throughout our  country 

and into the interior countries of the West Africa. 
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